
 

National Reputation. Industry Insight. Client Focus.

What’s in a tagline? With respect to Jackson Kelly PLLC, quite a lot. It informs all aspects of the legal experience you can
expect to receive.

National Reputation.  Jackson Kelly is a regional law firm with a national reputation, so you get the knowledge,
sophistication, experience, and resources of a larger firm with the personal attention and charm of a smaller firm. With
leanly staffed cases and an emphasis on efficiency and results, you only pay for experienced attorneys who know the
people, the business, and the law – a winning combination.

Industry Insight.  With more than 150 attorneys located in ten offices across Colorado, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and the District of Columbia, and decades of experience, Jackson Kelly is a full-service firm
focused on industry-specific needs. Jackson Kelly represents a wide variety of private and public clients across a host of
industries and in nearly all aspects of the law. Our attorneys are strategically placed in key industry groups that cover the
range of legal issues facing businesses in those industries. Jackson Kelly lawyers know your business and your industry,
as well as the law.

Client Focus.  The Firm’s commitment to its clients is unparalleled. The real proof of the Firm’s focus on clients is the fact
that so many of them continue relying on our experience for years. Jackson Kelly has long and rich histories with many
clients, some stretching back decades. Client relationships like these don’t simply happen – they are cultivated and
maintained in a way that is often lost in the hectic world of big law. We operate as a cohesive, unified unit providing a
range of services to our clients. Technology streamlines the collaboration among our lawyers. These efficiencies directly
benefit our clients in terms of both costs and services. When we open a matter, we evaluate the legal issues and make
sure that we leverage our legal experience for our clients, thus providing high quality legal services efficiently. Jackson
Kelly’s hard-won reputation for excellence is the result of providing decades of responsive, effective, and efficient legal
services to its clients.

National Reputation. Industry Insight. Client Focus.  These are more than just words to the Jackson Kelly team –
they’re words to practice by.
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